or described a very limited input at the level of the soma or dendrites (Hisano et al., 1981) . Both the soma of LHRH neurons and their dendritic processes receive a varied synaptic input ( Figure  1B Figure  1E ,F) or dendrosomatic synapses ( Figure  iG) ; LHRH-positive cell forming a somatodendritic synapse ( Figure  1A,H) . LHRH dendrites also receive a dendro-dendnitic input (not illustrated).
Since LHRH dendrites contan neurosecretory granules, the identification of some of these terminals as being dendro-dendnitic rather than axo-dendnitic depends on serial section analysis. Some dendrites also contain clusters of small synaptic vesicles as well as larger immunoreactive neurosecretory granules in the region of the synaptic apposition ( Figure  1E,F) 
